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Abstract:
The German National Library (DNB) uses the platform Culturegraph (www.culturegraph.org) to
aggregate metadata of library holdings of German and Austrian library networks. In this data pool of
more than 171 million items we perform work clustering. By offering an aggregated view of all
publications representing a work, e.g. different editions and translations, the collection appears much
more structured and searching is easier.
In this paper we would like to show the use of graph visualization for display, analysis and evaluation
of work clusters. Graph visualization enables users to obtain a more transparent view of the
connections underlying the structure of a work cluster. Work clustering is achieved by creating and
matching keys which combine different metadata elements of a bibliographic record. Applying a
breadth-first search, publications with identical matchkeys are grouped together. We use different
keys to represent a publication, so each publication can obtain more than one key. Thus, one
matchkey establishes a connection between publications. If one of the publications shares a different
matchkey with even more publications the network representing a work grows.
Moving beyond visualization we can also gain statistical indicators from the graph to evaluate a work
cluster. Degree, average path length or centrality measures can offer information about the internal
structure of a work cluster. Particularly with large clusters information about the degree of
connections between the members and the existence of more closely related subclusters is important
for evaluating clusters.
Using graph visualization thus not only assists in grasping the internal structure of a work cluster
more clearly but also helps managing and evaluating large datasets, ultimately leading to better
clustering results to support data representation and findability.
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Work clustering
Work clustering strives to aggregate different manifestations and expressions of a work in
one work cluster. Work clusters can serve several purposes which appear more and more
relevant if a work is published in a high number of different ways, e.g. different editions,
translations or issues. The diversity of numerous hits when searching for a publication can be
overwhelming and hard to handle, if it is presented in an unstructured way. Because of this
fact, several actors have developed models to match publications and group them together in
separate subunits, both as works, manifestations or expressions.
Most algorithms developed for this goal concentrate on matching titles and author names
such as the “FRBR Work-Set Algorithm”1 by the Online Computer Library Center (OCLC)
or clustering activities by Pfeffer and Wiesenmüller 2 . They vary slightly concerning the
metadata fields considered for persons and corporate bodies responsible for or related to the
creation of the publication. Also titles can be included from different metadata fields
containing title statements, varying forms of titles and uniform titles. A review of other
applications of work clustering can be found in Pfeifer/Polak-Bennemann. 3
A prerequisite necessary to perform work clustering is a clear definition of a work. According
to the Library Reference Model (LRM) a work is defined by its specific contents:
“The essence of the work is the constellation of concepts and ideas that form the
shared content of what we define to be expressions of the same work. A work is
perceived through the identification of the commonality of content between and
among various expressions.”4
The Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR) offer a more detailed
differentiation of what belongs to a work and what constitutes a new work:
“Similarly, abridgements or enlargements of an existing text, or the addition of parts
or an accompaniment to a musical composition are considered to be different
expressions of the same work. Translations from one language to another, musical
transcriptions and arrangements, and dubbed or subtitled versions of a film are also
considered simply as different expressions of the same original work. […]
By contrast, when the modification of a work involves a significant degree of
independent intellectual or artistic effort, the result is viewed, for the purpose of this
study, as a new work. Thus paraphrases, rewritings, adaptions for children, parodies,
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musical variations on a theme and free transcriptions of a musical composition are
considered to represent new works.”5
Work clustering in our case aims to include all expressions of a work including translations
and minor changes. The creation of a new work strongly depends on the degree of intellectual
effort necessary, e.g. when adapting a work for a different target audience or genre. The
amount and extent of changes can hardly be traced exactly on the basis of metadata so this is
one of the challenges automatic work clustering is facing.
Work clustering in this context is applied on a data basis of more than 170 million metadata
records of German and Austrian library networks available in Culturegraph. Work clusters
are formed by using an algorithm which creates keys for each publication combining specific
metadata elements. The algorithm is based on earlier works in the context of Culturegraph
and the literature cited above. On the one hand a combination of unique identifiers (such as
International Standard Book Number (ISBN) or library control numbers), Number of
part/section of a work, Title and publication type forms the key. On the other hand Title and
Remainder of title, Creator, Number of part/section of a work and publication type are used
(cf. Fig. 1). Library control numbers such as the OCLC Control Number or, in a German
context, the Erstkatalogisierungs-ID (EKI, ID of the first catalogue record of a publication)
serve as a common identifier for catalogue records of the same publication, e.g. when
adapting records from other library catalogues.

Fig. 1: Keys used in work clustering
Publications with identical keys are grouped together in clusters. As a breadth-first search is
applied one identical key is sufficient to connect publications. Publications usually obtain
more than one key thus the different keys can establish connections between several
publications which by themselves are connected to other publications. In this way a network
of connected publications emerges and forms a work cluster.
The handling of metadata records in Culturegraph involves several data analysis tools. Data is
provided in the formats MARC 21 or MARCXML. To create keys and an intermediate
working format the Java library Metafacture is used (https://github.com/metafacture) 6 as
well as XSL Transformations and Python and Shell scripts.
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Fig. 2 Bibliographic record
As an example of how keys for work clustering are created the keys for the catalogue record
displayed in Fig. 2 are listed below:
-

-

ISBN-Volume-Title-Publication Type:
9780136780205-X-strukturiertessystemdesign-text
9783446163027-X-strukturiertessystemdesign-text
System Control Number-Volume-Title-Publication Type:
oclc75512737-X-strukturiertessystemdesign-text
ID-Volume-Title-Publication Type:
DNB94284601X-X-strukturiertessystemdesign-text
Title+Remainder of Title-Creator-Volume-Publication Type:
strukturiertessystemdesignpraktleitfaden-pagejonesmeilir-X-text
Uniform title-Creator-Volume-Publication type:
practicalguidetostructuredsystemsdesign-pagejonesmeilir-X-text

As of May 2019 107,218,433 records were processed. Because work clustering is not
executed for serials, serial component parts and parts of sets with dependent titles some
records are not considered for key creation. 14,972,287 clusters with a size larger than one
emerged containing 72,024,484 records. The average cluster size ist five.

Graph visualization
Work clusters represented as graphs
In this paper we would like to explore the use of graph visualization techniques to represent
as well as to evaluate the work clusters created in Culturegraph.
On the Culturegraph website an accumulated view of all records belonging to a cluster on one
result page is displayed. This has the advantage of offering an easy comparison of the
bibliographic metadata elements of each entry. It makes visible how different editions,
publication years or translations are summarized in a cluster (cf. Fig. 3). But this way of
presentation cannot provide information on how the cluster is connected, which keys are used
and how the cluster is structured.
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Fig. 3: Presentation of work cluster on Culturegraph website
In contrast, graph visualization is able to illustrate the internal structure of a work cluster
much clearer than any text-based way. The software Gephi7 is used for the visualization of
graphs. Here, it is easy to visually distinguish between different subclusters in a cluster and to
identify single keys connecting different areas of a cluster. A work cluster contains vertices
representing publications and vertices representing keys. The edges show which keys belong
to a publication and thereby also establish the connections between several publications via
the same keys.

Fig. 4 Cluster 22
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Figure 4 demonstrates the structure of a work cluster. Datasets representing publications are
manifested as green nodes, whereas red nodes stand for keys assigned to the publications. As
we can see, most publications receive several keys, which they can share with different other
publications. The central key m44217175 occurs in all publications, other keys (e.g.
m115528630 at the top) are common to a smaller number of publications. And still more
keys, which are located at the outer edge, occur in only one publication and do not serve as
connectors to other members of the cluster. Some publications possess two identical keys
because of identical control numbers in different metadata fields. This is represented by edges
depicted as grey strips instead of lines.
Graph visualization is most beneficial for understanding structures of large clusters. Fig. 5
shows a cluster, where graph visualization enables the user to discern between different
subclusters representing different forms of a work. The subcluster on the left is grouped
around a manifestation with a specific ISBN. The other subclusters divide the cluster up into
different expressions, i.e. the French original text and the German translation as well as a few
datasets of the English translation in the top right corner.
This way of depicting a work cluster conveniently gives an insight into how homogeneous a
cluster is or how many different expressions and manifestations of a work it encompasses. It
shows how sometimes a single key can establish a connection between two different
subclusters.

Fig. 5 Cluster 190701
Graph visualization to analyze work clusters
Apart from visual impressions, metrics, which can be calculated from graphs, can be used to
explore the connections between the members of a cluster and describe the composition of a
cluster.
As a first example of how these metrics can be indicative of the structure, representation and
evaluation of work clusters, Cluster 1186856 is discussed here in greater detail. It contains 68
vertices and 97 edges. This network describes the connections between 29 publications
establishing a work cluster. Publications can be identified by their IDs starting with „(DE-“ or
„(AT-“. The work cluster contains publications from five different library networks and the
German National Library. Seven are in German language, whereas 22 are in the original
language English. As can be deferred from Fig. 6, most publications are connected to the
central node m143553364 representing the key „practicalguidetostructuredsystemsdesignpagejonesmeilir-X-text“. They either construct this key from the title, in case of English
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publications, or the uniform title added to German translations, the author name, „X“
representing a missing volume number and the publication type.

Fig. 6: Cluster 1186856, Degree
A simple but meaningful metric indicator describing the structure of a graph is the degree, i.e.
the number of edges adjacent to a vertex 8. It shows which vertices are placed in the center of
a cluster and are well connected with other vertices. Also the average degree of a vertex can
lead to meaningful insights.
Fig. 6 shows that when looking at the highest degree, vertex m143553364 exhibits the
maximum represented by the dark green color. On the left side a smaller set of publications is
more closely connected. These are German translations of the publication all receiving the
key “strukturiertessystemdesignpraktleitfaden-pagejonesmeilir-X-text”. Whereas several
publications possess the English uniform title two publications are only identified by the
German title ((AT-OBV)990018747780203333), (DE-604)BV069945081) and are connected
to the graph via those publications with the German and the English uniform title. Graph
visualisation enables the user to realize this fact instantly whereas when looking at a list of
the keys of these publications it is difficult and time-consuming to understand the
connections between the cluster members.
The degree of those publications with both titles accordingly is higher, indicated by a slightly
darker green. Other subgroups of publications with identical keys mostly result from identical
ISBNs, such as the vertex m173231851 on the right side representing the key
“9780136907695-X-practicalguidetostructuredsystemsdesign-text.”
In contrast to the very centralized graph of Cluster 1186856 where almost all publication
share one common key, Cluster 2748844 (cf. Fig. 7) is more widely branched. The analysis
of degrees shows that one key exists which prevails in numbers of connected edges
(m201915181) but several other well connected vertices exist in the highly complex network.
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Cluster 2748844 consists of 41 vertices and 74 edges. The most common key is
„dreamsportaltosource-whitmontedward-X-text“ (m201915181). Some other keys assembling
the second author and the English title or both authors with the German title of the translation
of the work also appear in many datasets. On the left we can see one branch with a
publication where an additional remainder of title is part of the metadata and thus the authortitle key does not match. This publication becomes part of the cluster when aligning the
ISBN-title keys.

Fig. 7 Cluster 2748844, Degree
In addition to degree, also the path length in a graph can be of significance. The length of a
path is calculated by counting the edges forming the path between two vertices. The average
path length describes the average of the distances between all vertices in the network.9 The
average path length of Cluster 1186856 is 3.2 and of Cluster 2748844 3.4. The average path
length also can depend on the size of the cluster. Another example of cluster with 1978
vertices and 3718 edges has an average path length of 8.6.
Fig. 8 pictures Cluster 2748844 as well but the values of betweenness centrality are indicated
by the purple colour. Betweenness centrality is calculated by counting the times a vertex is
situated on a shortest path between other vertices10. Vertices which serve as a connection for
many vertices in a network possess a central position, are important for the network and
influence the network strongly. In Cluster 1186856 the one central key also scores the highest
value in betweenness centrality. Fig. 8 depicts Cluster 2748844 which also shows a vertex of
maximum betweenness centrality representing the key „dreamsportaltosourcewhitmontedward-X-text“. But here, some other vertices such as the publication (DE601)836601998 are relevant intersections because they connect publications which do not
possess the most common key with the cluster.
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Fig. 8 Cluster 2748844, Betweenness Centrality
Another measure commonly used in network analysis is closeness centrality. It measures the
mean distance between vertices. If a vertex is connected to many vertices in a short distance
it is well connected and easily reached11. In Fig. 9 Cluster 2748844 again shows that there are
closer connections on the right side of the cluster between several publications sharing more
than one common key. Apart from the most common key combining title and first author they
also share keys for the German title and first author (m45598516), German title and second
author (m12511097) or English title and second author (m173355336). So the measure of
closeness centrality in this cluster gives an indication of a subcluster consisting of the
German translations of the publication. For this more closely connected subset of
publications in a cluster as dense as this one, closeness centrality is an appropriate indicator,
because it appraises the fact that path lengths are short because of numerous connections
between the vertices.

Fig. 9 Cluster 2748844, Closeness Centrality
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Furthermore, the measure of eccentricity describes the contrary situation highlighting those
vertices which are not closely connected and lie at the peripheral areas of a cluster (cf. Fig.
10). High eccentricity values thus manifest the maximum distance from one vertex to any
other vertex in the network. 12 The vertices which are closely connected to many other
vertices have access to more paths through the network and can reach many vertices on a
short path. However, vertices at the margins must possibly traverse several nodes to reach the
centre to move on to vertices located in the opposite direction of the cluster such as vertices
(DE-605)HT003971738 or (DE-604)BV009979530 in Cluster 2748844.

Fig. 10 Cluster 2748844, Eccentricity
The metrics which can be gained from analyzing the graphs of work clusters can give
meaningful insights into the underlying structure and the significance of each vertex. In the
following we would like to explore further if this information can be used for the evaluation
of work clusters.
Using graph visualization as a means to support evaluation of work clusters
The structure of a work cluster, which can be grasped much easier through graph
visualization, can give valuable indications as to which are the crucial structures to be
reviewed first when evaluating a cluster. The statistic values describing the internal
composition of a cluster described above can serve as indicators which assist in evaluating
clusters or crucial connections within a cluster. Some observations concerning characteristic
features of different variants of clusters can be helpful in this process.
A key with a high degree and high values of betweenness centrality and/or closeness
centrality seems to be relevant to a large number of vertices in the cluster. If a key is
connected to a high share of publications in the cluster, that seems to be an indicator that this
portion of a cluster is very homogeneous. All publications share a common key and that
means, for example, that they all share the same title and author or the same ISBN. In such a
structure the probability of the (sub)cluster being correct is very high.
12
Cf. Brandes, Ulrik and Thomas Erlebach. Network Analysis: Methodological Foundations, SpringerVerlag Berlin, Heidelberg, 2005, p. 21.
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A different situation can be found when a vertex is characterized by high values of
betweenness centrality and/or closeness centrality but a low degree. As in Fig. 11 only one
publication connects two otherwise independent subclusters, which are in themselves closely
intertwined. This publication is a decisive actor in the cluster and could, if faulty, be the
cause of a large incorrect cluster. So the evaluation of the keys created for this publication
has a high priority.

Fig. 11 Cluster 29
Publications located at the margins of a cluster and showing high values of eccentricity also
often are connected to the cluster via a single key. Here also, the possibility of an erroneous
connection should be investigated. On the contrary, publications sharing several keys with
other publications in the cluster bear a lower risk of false assignment to the cluster. Again,
higher values of betweenness centrality stand for a higher probability of correct clusters. If
several publications share more than one key e.g. keys with titles and authors, uniform titles
and authors and/or ISBN and title they most likely belong to the same work.
Degree only is not a very indicative factor. As can be seen in vertex (DE-101)579062724 in
Fig. 11 on the right side, which represents a publication, it can be the case that a vertex is
connected to many edges but they lead to keys which are not further connected. These dead
ends can aid in characterizing the publication linked to it but they do not provide any further
indication as to whether the grouping together with the other members of the cluster is
correct.
However, if a vertex shows a high degree, and represents a key which is connected to most
publications in a cluster, this means that all the publications in the cluster are likely to be
fairly homogeneous in content and keys so that the cluster is most probably correct (cf. Fig.
6).
Conclusion
Graph visualization is a valuable addition to traditional result lists displaying bibliographical
information. Work clustering, as it was developed in Culturegraph, initially is aimed at
exchanging classification numbers and subject headings amongst cluster members. As
11

clusters can reach sizes of several thousand members it is a complex task to understand,
review and evaluate them on a textual basis. Graph visualization enables a user to understand
the structures in a cluster much easier. Subclusters, which are characterized by a number of
edges, connecting vertices several times in a closer circle within a larger cluster can give
indications of different manifestations or expressions within a work. Particularly for
evaluation purposes the visual impression of a work graph is very helpful because it steers the
attention to vertices, which are crucial to the structure of a work cluster. Often these are
single publications connecting two otherwise independent clusters. They should be reviewed
with high priority as their position causes them to be the source of a large erroneous cluster, if
faulty.
Of course, the quality of metadata is essential. Work clusters comprising different translations
of a work rely on uniform titles being included in the record. A clear separation of titles and
remainders of titles is important to form distinct keys for each publication which can be
aligned with the keys of other publications. Likewise, the use of abbreviations can be harmful
for the matching of titles. Furthermore, the inclusion of all persons responsible for creating
the work and preferably also relator codes for these persons is useful. In the creation of keys
considerations of which and how many persons to include can have a strong influence the
size of clusters, as some persons with specific relations tend to be part of the creation of
numerous publications (e.g. editors of classic works).
However, the technique applied here, of creating a number of different keys encompassing
different characteristics of a publication proved fairly robust concerning ambiguous or
erroneous metadata content.
As a topic to elaborate further on it could be promising to analyze the vertices and their
contents event more thoroughly e.g. trying to find out whether numeric keys making use of
control numbers or textual keys constructed from titles and authors are more likely to lead to
erroneous clusters.
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